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About Theo’s Feast:  

Theo’s Feast is a unique dining experience that is as equally appetizing to the mind and soul as it is to 
the most distinguished palate. Inspired by many of the world’s most creative avant-garde Chefs, 
thought-provoking theologians and culture shaping philosophers. Theo’s Feast is a true gastronomic 
adventure that cleverly pairs one of a kind dishes to universal metaphors revealing timeless truths that 
have been a part of humanity’s story from the very beginning. To reserve tickets and for more information 
please go to theosfeast.com/events.


About the CSCA: 

The Canadian Scientific and Christian Affiliation (CSCA) is a fellowship of scientists and those interested 
in science, who want to understand how science should best interact with the life-giving Christian 
tradition. Our interdisciplinary discussions range through many different fields, such as cosmology, 
ethics, the environment, origin studies, engineering, the history of science, and biblical interpretation. 
CSCA members come to these challenges as researchers in academia and industry, as professors, 
theologians, philosophers, administrators, and as students. For more information go to csca.ca.


An edible odyssey uncovering the harmonious relationship between science and faith. 

You will be taken on an exceptional food-tasting journey through the story of science. Every element of 
this multi-course meal has been meticulously designed to enliven your senses while provoking 
opportunity for a fun and enlightening conversation with your friends.

Please join us for a truly memorable spiritually inspired evening.


Sincerely,


Chef Gary Stevenson, and Abraham Wong, Theo’s Feast

Arnold E. Sikkema, Professor of Physics, Trinity Western University

Mark McEwan, Project Development Officer, CSCA

Chadron M. Friesen, Professor of Chemistry, Trinity Western University  

Abstract: 

The objective of this Feast is to demonstrate that, despite our current culture’s 
perspective of an alleged conflict and incompatibility between science and faith, 
there is indeed a harmonious relationship between these two pursuits of the truth. 
During this multi-course meal we will take diners on a culinary odyssey — an epic 
journey highlighting seven periods of scientific inquiry and discovery and the 
significant role that faith has played in the hearts and minds of many of the world’s 
most brilliant scientists, as we eat dishes that are inspired by their discoveries.
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Timeline and Food Pairings 

Ancient Greek philosophers explore the 
essence of matter.

Democritus 

Gr 
480 BC

Incarnation 

In 
30 ADNewton 

Al 
1704

The Incarnation.  An inspiration for empiricism. 

Isaac Newton discovers the laws of physics and 
works on alchemy. 

The enlightenment and formation of the scientific method. 

Method 

Sci 
1859Fine Tuning 

Bg 
1927

Chirality 

Ch 
1848

$70 per person - All Inclusive. 

6:30 pm, May 14, 2018 

 20385 64 Ave, Langley BC 

Seating is limited. RSVP Deadline May 12. 

Menu subject to change 

TheosFeast.com/events 

Essence of Tomato, Cucumber, 

Red Pepper. LN2 Feta, Olive Oil Dust.

Air Bread, Beef Tenderloin, Red Wine 
Caviar.

Pork & Pistachio Terrine. Golden Apple 
Gelee.,’ Pineapple Prism. 

Sous Vide Carrot. Charred Tomato,  
Pea Flower. Mushroom Soil.

Szechuan Egg, Shiitake Dashi, Ramen, Star Dust. 
Helium.

Ledidi 

Mi 
2018

Limoncello. Blood Orange. Red Wine Sorbet. 
Lemon Wedge. Ledidi Berry.

Big Bang Theory - Fine tuning of the 
universe. -nucleosynthesis. 

The discovery of Chirality and organic handedness.



 

What people are saying about previous Theo's Feasts: 

"It was simply amazing... I was so touched... I never knew that food could be related to such spiritual 
matters.” 


“It changed the way I look at things that I used to think of as ordinary, can truly be extraordinary.”  

“This has been one of the best experiences I have ever had!”  

“We enjoyed the evening a great deal. It was very stimulating and delightful. Appreciated the hospitable 
attitudes of the Theo's Feast team. The food was excellent. The insights were profound. Very creative." 

"I thought it was i) unique, ii) full of passion, iii) delicious."   

"A thought-provoking experience of new sensations.”


"A remarkable night!”  

For more information about Theo's Feast go to 

TheosFeast.com  

We uniquely pair food to story, inspiring community through encouraging meaningful conversations. Theo's 
Feast is a ministry of Power to Change. 
 
Social Media Channels  

            instagram.com/theosfeast 

             facebook.com/theosfeast


